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Read Eric Walters' Shattered, available on Rakuten Kobo.n To pass social studies, 15-year-old Ian must become a community volunteer. Although he is told that "it's a pretty decent job, but it's not that easy," Ian doesn't even think about looking for something better. You can meet him and try to do something on Saturday, February 18, at 11:00 at the Church of St. Jude in Yongjin (Yongjin).Get on board the ship to help make a movie 12 days before his
17th birthday, Jax Blackwell, a Kitakyushu resident, will travel to Sapporo to film the movie Ghost. His mother, Katherine, wants him to fly to their Mount Turku, a pilgrimage site in the summer, for five days to find shelter and work with the locals. The Critical Ocean Whale Research Center in Choroku is located near Mount Turka. Outside, tall grass rising up almost like a pillow, and island-covered fields carpeted with white and yellow flowers. But

inside there is a narrow path, through which only the strongest can pass. â€œMostly people come because itâ€™s beautiful and it looks like a temple,â€� says Catherine Blackwella. She shows how she, her young daughter and her husband Renjiro learn to draw with whales. They need to know that their work is important. This is only a small part of what we do. This work is still organized by enthusiasts, not professionals. Katherine Blackwella ran
steeplechase for several years before switching to swimming. Her husband has a small business and they have to be on the lookout all the time not to forget anything. The picture shows a wooden homemade fishing boat. For 12 years, they collected it from their relatives, rented a real boat from fishermen and remade it. In the very center of the picture is an island where whales live, and behind it is a large white mountain Turke. Everyone has their favorite

tools: Katherine has a drawing board, Renji has a microscope, and Katherine's husband keeps an eye on the ocean, he constantly monitors underwater life. Almost every day one of them looks at the sea again and again
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